The matroid parity problem is a generalization of rnatroid intersection and general graph matching (and hence network flow, degree-constrained subgraphs, etc.).
Introduction.
A matroid H = (E,I) consists of a finite ground set E and a family I of "independent" subsets of E satisfying the following axioms:
(1) I f A E I a n d B C A , t h e n B €1. T C E w t h e E T iff B E T.
The matroid parity problem is of theoretical interest because it generalizes the matroid intersection problem and the graph matching problem [La76], both of which have polynomial time solutions. Practical applications include proci?ssor scheduling problems with start times and deadtines where each job consists of two separate tasks [GS] , the spanning tree parity problem [GJ] , and finding the "pinning number" of a graph [LOBO] .
U E A such that B+a E 1.
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Lovasz [Lo781 and Jensen and Korte [JK] independently showed that the matroid parity problem for general matroids requires exponential time to solve (input is in the form of an "independence oracle", because no polynomial space representation can be used to represent all matroids).
Lovasz [Lo781 also gave a polynomial time algorithm for the cardinality parity problem on linear matroids. a class that includes all known applications. While this was an important breakthrough the polynomial has high degree and the algorithm appears difficult to use in a solution to the weighted problem.
More recent work has reduced the parity problem (both cardinality and weighted) on large subclasses of linear matroids directly to either the graph matching problem or the degree constrained subgraph problem [GS.PLV] . There have also been attempts to simplify the Lovasz algorithm and reduce its time bound [O] . This paper presents an augmenting path method for the matroid parity problem. It can be viewed as a generalization of all algorithms for subcases of the parity problem, e.g.. matroid intersection and graph matching.
The time bound is O(mn9) for general linear matroids, and O ( m n 2 ) for a naive implementation on graphic and cographic matroids, where m = I E I and n is the size of the maximum matching. This is as efficient as the best known algorithms for cardinality matroid intersection problems on the same classes of matroids [La76] . In fact, when the input to our algorithm happens t o represent a matroid intersection problem, it reduces to that of [La76] . In the special case of graph matching, our algorithm reduces essentially to that of [G76b] . A preliminary version of the algorithm for binary matroids was given in Stallmann's thesis [SB2] . It appears that, like its special cases, the algorithm generalizes to the weighted case [SB4] .
The generalization of augmenting paths to linear rnatroid parity is discussed in detail in Section 2. Section 3 presents an algorithm for the cardinality rnatroid parity problem on linear matroids. Section 4 gives a proof of correctness and discusses the time bound.
In our notation from set theory A 8 B denotes the symmetric difference of A and B . A + e where e is an element, is equivalent to A U i e 1, and A-e is A -[ . 1. If P and Q are paths in a graph, PQ is the concatenation of P and Q. and is the reverse of P. Paths are also interpreted as sets of vertices or edges, depending on the context.
The augmenting path approach.
This section introduces the basic ideas of the algorithm, including augmenting paths and transforms, and related notions, including augmenting sequences and Hungarian labellings. Some facts used in the correctness proof are also given. Much of the development is interpreted as a generalization of the two important spe- A stronger version of this theorem would be to drop the "destination" element Bk from the span-conserving conditions, i.e., define and similarly for Mi-. This is the type of augmenting sequence used for matroid intersection and graph matching. The above proof is easily modified for these special cases: In matroid intersection Ek is unnecessary because all swaps in G ' s matroid are of the form ii; -b,+i, where 4 is given. In graph matching span amounts to the vertices covered by the matching, which of course is independent of the destination vertex Bk. On the other hand the destination element ?& is needed for more general problems l i e spanning tree parity: In Figure 
than M.
Destination elements are needed in augmenting sequences.
Note that MZ is a matching with two more elements Note that i =: k + l gives a base with one more matched pair t h a t M'. If M' does not have as many pairs as possible it. has an augmenting sequence (by an argument similar to Theorem 2.1.). The algorithm of Section 3 works by repeatedly finding a n augmenting sequence for the current base.
To find an augmenting sequence it is convenient to work with a graphical representation of the matroid. In matroid intersection a "dependence graph" is used. The generalization to the parity problem is as follows. In any binary inatroid (i.e., a matroid representable over GF(2)) a dependence graph gives complete information about the striicture of the matroid (DPG(B) A dependence graph DPG(B) specifies the swaps that are valid for B. In an augmenting sequence each swap can change the swaps that are valid. This can conceivably force an algorithm to recompute the dependence graph in its riearch for an augmenting sequence.
Recomputing ibe dependence graph is unnecessary in graph matching -a swap corresponds to two incident
No augmenting path is an augmenting sequence. W e now make these ideas more precise. In Section 3 we call (the set of edges in) the subpath ff E d d a "blossom", and f , d its tips. Element g is adjacent to both tips. When a path traverses a blossom, entering one tip and leaving the other, it can exit only to elements that are not adjacent to all tips. The algorithm uses "transforms" to model such exits from blossom paths. A transform is an element that is adjacent to the valid exits of the blossom, but not the invalid ones.
-tion
The above discussion shows the need for transforms when the blossom tips f,d are elements in the matching. Transforms for unmatched elements are also needed (This is the path found by the algorithm: for further details see Section 3.) P' is essentially the path P , but the transforms make it both an augmenting path and ail augmenting sequence.
Observe that in the spanning tree parity problem, the tranforms do not necessarily correspond to new edges of the graph. I t does not appear possible to solve the spanning tree parity problem without introducing constructs beyond edges.
This completes the discussion of the ideas and motivation for the algorithm. Now we give some facts about matroids that are used in the correctness proof. First is a mechanism for proving that the augmenting path found by the algorithm is feasible. It is a generalization of a result of Krogdahl [K, La761 for matroid intersection. In the following discussion (Definition 2.5 and Theorem 2.2), "matching" refers t o an ordinary matching on a graph. The proof is by induction. Assume Bi-, is a base. First suppose a+ has degree one in Ni. I t is easy to see C(q,Bi-l) = C (u+,B) . Hence ( q , b j ) is feasible for Bj-l and Bi is a base. Next suppose b, has degree one in N,.
An easy induction shows that for any j , T , l c: When the algorithm discovers a parity path of even length between an element e and a singleton, e is labelled. The path from e back to the singleton, P ( e ) , can be reconstructed by following its backp0inte.r. If the backpointer is f , then P ( e ) = eBP(f), where P ( e ) and P ( f ) are even length paths from e and f , respectively, to the same singleton. Informally, P ( e ) . where e is a labelled element, is called a "search path". A more precise definition is given below.
When an element e is labelled it is put on a queue. e is scanned when it is taken off the queue and its adjacencies in the dependence graph aryexamined. If e is adjacent to 7 and neither f nor f is labelled, f is labelled with a backpointer to e , so P ( f ) f f P ( e ). This is called a grow step.
If e is adjacent t o 7. and one of f , f is already labelled, there are three possibilities.
(if 7 is labelled and P ( e ) is disjoint f r o m P ( 7 ) . In this case, P = P(e)'P(y) is a parity path between two singletons. By the definition below, P is a search path. Because all search paths are feasible (Corollary 4.1). P is an augmenting path. This is called an augment s t e p (ii) 7 is labelled and P ( e ) and P ( 7 ) share a comm o n xu&.
This situation calls for a blossom step, discussed below.
(iii) f is labelled but 7 is not. In this case P ( f ) already exists. There is no need t o keep track of an alternative.
We now consider a blossom step for ef, an edge in the dependence graph (e and f are both labelled). Suppose P ( e ) = egy1gl . ' y j g j z l~l . . ' ' ' Z k z k z l T l ' ' ' &+I are possible. All new paths are of the form f l P z where P i is a prefix of P(f) or P ( e ) . and Pz is P ( e ) or P ( f ) , respectively. The new path from, say P(Zi), is indicated by labelling Z l w i t h a backpointer to e and a reverse pointer to f , meaning that P ( q ) = P ( f ,Zl)'P(e), where P ( f ,El) is the prefix of P ( f ) that ends with Zl. Note that El is labelled only if it was previously unlabelled. (El would only be labelled if El had appeared in a previous blossom step).
In the algorithin. the notation @ackpointer, r e v w s e pointer)
is used for a label. If e has the label (f,$) then P ( e ) = e E P ( f ) . J I e has the label 0.9). then P ( e ) = P ( g . e ) I P ( f ) . During a blossom step all elements of B which do not already have labels, except for the tips (see (1) below).
are now even length paths from any blossom element to the bud and ultimately t o a singleton.
are labelled. This is conststent d t h the fact that there
The scanning of new labels on blossom elements can lead to redundant blossom steps, blossom steps in which no new labels are generated. This is avoided because the algorithm maintains the equivalence relation
, where e -f means e is already in the same blossom as f , If e -f. a blossom step for ef is redundant, and is avoided. To make * an equivalence relation, we extend the informal definition of blossom as follows. A m k r n a l blossom is a blossom that is not a subset of any other blossom. is an equivalence relation and that maximal blossoms are the nontrivial equivalence classes of e Aside from the labelling scheme outlined above, which is similar to that used for graph matching in [G76b] , there are two cases that arise only in general matroid parity problems and require special handling.
(1) If a blossom tip t , were given a label, P ( t l ) would also include to. the other tip. A subsequent grow step might yield an infeasible path. In Figure 3 .2, for example, the path 6 b f f d d F e u is infeasible (here t o = e and t , = f). Instead, the algorithm introduces the transform T (t,.t,.z) where z is the bud of the blossom, and labels the transform instead of labelliig either tip.
In Figure 3.2. the transform T ( e ,f , a ) is labelled in place of e and f . Note that T ( e ,f , a ) is not adjacent to b , but it is adjacent to c (the path C c f f & E e a is feasible). Since P( T ( e .f , U ) ) could be either ?'(e ,f ,a)fddFea or T ( e ,f , u ) Z d d f f a . the transform has two labels, one for each tip. There a r e two ways to define P ( T ( e .f ,a) ). The correct interpretation depends on how the path from a transform is used in the context of larger paths. In P(F), for example, the first definition is used because c i s adjacent to g .
Since either tip of a blossom can occur in a path, and since either tip can therefore eventually be labelled in a future blossom step, the transform produced by a blossom step is simply added to DPF(M') rather than substituted for one of the tips. Conceptually, the transform is substituted for the second tip in a path that includes both tips The one case in which an actual substitution is done is when the tips happen to be mates of each other. In that case it is impossible to include one tip in a path without the other. When an element e is scanned and is found to be adjacent to both f and 7. for some pair f , J , we substitute T ( f , F , e ) for 7 in DPG'(M') (in actuality, If ,Fj is a blossom, but does not warrant the usual treatment). 7 still exists as f ' s mate, but its adjacencies in DPG'(M') are those of T ( f , J , e ) . So, instead of treating ~( f J , e ) ltke a transform, we refer to it as -7, f 's mate, and it is given only one label with a backpointer to e .
It is now clear that
Now we can fully define a search path.
Definition 3.2.
A search path is a path created by an augment step or P ( e ) for some labelled element e .
where P ( e ) is defined i n one of the following ways. If e is not a transform, then
P ( e ) = e g P ( f ) if label[e] = ( f . 4 ) P ( g , e Y P ( f ) if l a b e l [ e ] = ( f , g )
If e is a transform, then p ( e ) = e P ( g , F ) ' P ( f ) ifLabeL[e,t] = (7,s).
where t is one of the tips used in forming e .
If f or g is a transform in any of the above definitions, we always choose the tip that is adjacent to the immediate predecessor of f or g in P ( e ) when expanding P ( f ) or P ( g ) . For example, if f is a transform in the e s t expansion of P ( e ) then
P ( e ) = e E f P ( h . f ) ' P ( g ) where ZabeZ[e] = (f,$), and t is adjacent to Z l a b e l [ f . t ] = (g.h).
In a blossom step, a tip may have already been labelled because it was in an earlier blossom (for example, Figure 3 Thus, if exactly one tip has already been labelled, we can safely label the other one. (After a label on x has been scanned, the scanning of a label on y has exactly the same results as that of a label on T ( z , y , z ) ) . This policy avoids transforms T(z,y,z) where x or y is itself a transform.
(2) Unfortunately, paths that include both blossom tips are not the only ones that could lead to infeasibilities. In Figure 3 .2, the path gg&Tf a is infeasible, This is because of a "hidden blossom" whose tips are d and d.
It is possible, though time consuming, to detect all hidden blossoms, generating the appropriate transforms.
Note, however, that in Figure 3 .2, the path ggdde,;ea is feasible because it does not traverse 7. the bud of the hidden blossom. Furthermore, because of the order in which labels are generated and scanned, the feasible path is found and becomes P ( g ) .
In a hidden blossom situation, a feasible path always exists as an alternative to the infeasible one. Care must be taken to ensure that feasible paths are always generated first. To that end, every labelled element e is given a s e r i a l n u m b e r s [ e ] , which indicates the time when e was labelled. ( A blossom step gives new labels to elements in the reverse order of the labels given to their mates. This ensures consistency with the order that would have resulted had all the new paths been formed in grow steps.
Correctness and timing.
This section proves that the algorithm is correct and gives a brief discussion of the timing. The correctness proof has two parts -every augmenting path found by the algorithm is feasible (Corollary 4.1) , and the final matching is maximum (Corollary 4.2).
The approach for the feasibility argument is to show that no search path admits an alternating cycle. An overview is as follows. W e first discuss blossoms and deduce that an alternating cycle must contain an unlabelled element f (Lemma 4.3). Then we show that propagating labels according to serial numbers implies a monotonicity property of alternating paths starting at such elements f (Lemma 4.7) . This property prevents the alternating path from becoming a cycle.
In the following development it is convenient to treat blossom and augment steps as one, since both create the same type of path (i.e., the blossom routine could be used to generate labels that define the augmenting path). Hence in this section "blossom step" refers to a step done by the algorithm implicitly (in the blossom routine) on implicitly (in augment).
The first two properties of blossoms are direct analogs of what is needed to prove correctness of the cardinality matching algixithm [Ga76b].
Lemma 4.1. Let e be a labelled element where P ( e ) contains edge ff', s ( f ) > s ( e ) . Then P ( e 1 = P ( e .f ) P ( f '1 . Proof. The proof is by induction on path length I P(e ) I.
In a grow step P ( e ) = eEP(z). The case f = B is immediate, and the case f E P ( z ) follows from the inductive assertion.
Next consider the path for a n element e in a blossom step for edge :ty. Suppose e is not a transform, so
P ( e ) = P(z,e)'P(y).
The order of assigning labels in a blossom step shows f E P(y). The inductive assertion shows P ( e ) = P(z,e)'P(y.f)P(f'). The case of e a transform. P ( e ) = t!P(z,f)lP(y), is similar.
Lemma 4.2. Let e be an element (possibly a transform) in a maximal blossom B with bud b . There is a tip t of B such that P ( e ) = P ( e , f ) t P ( b ) and P ( e . q C B .
Proof. The proof is by induction on blossom steps, in their order of formation. Consider a blossom step for edge zy. Observe that Lemma 4.2 implies that any path P ( e ) can be written tis P(e0.to) ' . . P ( e b -l . t k -l ) e k where e o = e , el: is a singleton, and ti is either Pi or ti is a tip of , some maximal blossom B , with P ( e i . t a ) c B and ei+l = bud(B). Now we define a type of edge that must occur in an alternating cycle for a blossom step.
Definition 4.1. Suppose a blossom step for edge zozl creates a path P ( e ) = Popl where Pi = P(z1) and PO is P (zl.e)' or, for a transform e , eP(z0,t) '. An edge zozl # z0zl with zi E Pi is a cross-edge (for e).
Observe that z, L P14, since no element of Pi precedes e in Po by Lemma 4.2. The following property of cross-edges is a consequence of the order of labelling in blossom steps. 
P ( z i ) .
Observe that {even if fi' =%). 
P(zi) = P ( z i . f i ) P ( f i )

Proof. (i)
Neither h nor are transforms created in a blossom step, since such a transform and its mate both have labels, but the hypothesis shows h is unlabelled when z ' s path is formed. So the first label on h,E was assigned to K, when h was scanned. Thus g was not scanned before h'. i.e.. s ( g ) 2 s(h'). If g = h' then g h is not a cross-edge. Thus s ( g ) > s(h'). An easy induction shows s(h') 2 s ( b ) .
I
Note that Lemma 4.1 does not d i c e : (ii) every edge g g l of A in P ( e ) has s ( g l ) Cr . s ( f ' ) .
A n element e labelled in a blossom step for edge xy is 2-blocked if any alternating path A for P ( e ) that starts with an edge f l f l of P ( e ) , where f l E P(zl), z 1 = z or y. a n d s ( f l ) > s ( z l ) , has the form 
s ( g ' ) I S ( f ' ) < S(Y).
Assume h # T (t,-,,tl,b) . Let h' be the successor of h in P ( z ) . We show If e # T ( t o , t l , b ) let e ' be the successor of e in P ( z ) , so
s ( e ' ) S ~( h ' ) .
The order of assigning labels in a blossom step shows s (f I ) < s (e I ) . These two inequalities imply
Thus (2) holds in either case. Now (1) and (2) show s ( g l ) < s ( h ' ) .
But then cross-edge g ' h contradicts Lemma 4.4 (i).
s ( g ' ) S s ( f l )
Next assume h = T ( t 0 . t l . b ) . 
. . g g ' h
The definition of h implies gg' is in P ( z ) . If s ( g ' ) > s(z). the reversed subpath of A . g'g * . z contradicts z 1-blocked. So s ( g ' ) I s(z). If g' f 2 then h # e or B by the preliminary observation.
If h = z then A'S subpath z . ' . g g ' z . is a cycle of odd length, impossible in the bipartite dependence graph.
Thus if g' # x A never returns to B or e . So Definition 4.2 (i) holds, and the reasoning above gives (ii). The remaining possibility is g' = x , i.e, A = Bze and z is adjacent to both e and E . But in this situation the algorithm creates a transform T ( e , T . z ) for the grow step, and x is not adjacent to it.
Finally suppose P ( e ) is created in a blossom step. Let A be an alternating path as in Definition 4.2. To show e is 2-blocked it suffices t o prove that each cross-edge Proof. I t suffices to show that any search path P ( e ) has no alternating cycle, by Theorem 2.2. If this is false, let e be the first element to be labelled such that P ( e ) has an alternating cycle A .
If P ( e ) is created in a grow step, P ( e ) = e F P ( z ) , then A contains edge CX, which we take as A ' s first edge.
Since e is 1-blocked, Definition 4.2(i) shows A is not a cycle.
If P ( e ) is created in a blossom step for xy, let g h be a cross edge of A that is not in P ( e ) . (gh exists, since 'cy is the only edge of P ( e ) that joins P ( z ) and P ( y ) . ) Lemma4.3 shows that one of g , h , say f , has s ( f ) > s ( z ) where z = z or y, f E P ( z ) . Thus A is a path as in Definition 4.2, and A is not a cycle by Lemma 4.7.
The second part of the correctness proof is to show the final matching is maximum. If the algorithm halts without doing an a u , p e n t step, we get a Hungarian labelling wrt M' as follows (see Definitions 2.6 and 2.7). First. generate the transformed matroid Y'. If x = {ti, ..., t b j is a set of maximal blossom tips and b is the bud, substitute the set of transforms of the form T ( t , , t j , b ) generated by the algorithm for t~. ..., tb (note that there must be exactly k -1 such transforms and that the set of all transforms generated by the algorithm satisfies the rules for a transfimned matroid). In the Hungarian labelling, b EM' is outer if it was labelled by the algorithm or if it is the sole surviving tip of some maximal blossom b E M' is inner if it is not in a blossom and its mate was labelled. The components are the maximal blossoms, and entrances are the sole surviving tips. It appears that in the special case of spanning tree parity, the time bound can be reduced to O(mn log n).
